
Collaboration for Life 

Model Oriented Domain Analysis & Engineering  
Thinking Tools for Interdisciplinary Research, Design, and Engineering

commonality and variability analysis

knowledge reuse
collaboration between humans

collaboration between humans & software agents
collaboration between software agents

critical analysis of physical externalities
critical analysis of social externalities

working at the boundaries of knowledge

knowledge validation
knowledge sharing

knowledge visualisation

validation of shared understanding

knowledge formalisation
creative synthesis of knowledge
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Tapping into the visual processing capacity  
of the human brain

The brain’s capacity for processing visual data is 
around 20 times higher than the brain’s capacity for 
processing audio data.  
Even with simple technologies such as whiteboards and 
markers it is possible to design and use highly expressive 
and unambiguous visual languages that are much easier 
for humans to parse and understand than information in a 
linear format (audio or text). 

MODA+MODE therefore makes extensive use of visual 
languages and provides guidance for developing 
further domain specific visual languages.
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The systems lens

resourcesevents

agents

interactions

A modelling language for complex adaptive systems

to understand and reason about systems
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Example (instantiated systems lens)

A modelling language for complex adaptive systems

to understand and reason about systems

agent : Bob agent : Joe

resource : tomato

event : eat lunch

buyerseller

valuable resource

logistic event

economic agents
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6 Questions

Investigating decision making processes that occur when applying knowledge: 

• When and how often does a decision require revision? – Events and frequency 

• Who arrives at the decision? – Agents 

• Why is the decision made? – Purpose (which agents benefit?) 

• Where (or in which information artefact) is the decision made? – Location 

• What are the possible choices? – Limits of understanding 

• How is the decision made? – Heuristics

to surface tacit knowledge about systems
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The semantic lens

A modelling language for purpose and value systems

human artefactshuman symbols

critical self-reflection

nature

human societies

motivations

to make sense of the world and the natural environment from a human perspective
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Example (instantiated semantic lens)

A modelling language for purpose and value systems

artefact : boatsymbol : “boat”

critical self-reflection : 
pollution

nature : Hauraki Gulf

society : New Zealand

to make sense of the world and the natural environment from a human perspective
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Human motivations – evolution of value systems

observe & question

human artefactshuman symbols

critical self-reflection

nature

human societies observe

observe

observe

observe

question
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The logistic lens

A modelling language for value creation and recycling

design / 
engineering

transportation / 
communication

quality / 
maintenance

energy / food 
production

culture

value creation

to structure and optimise human activities within a given culture
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Example (instantiated logistic lens)

A modelling language for value creation and recycling

design : supply 
chain

transportation : containers, 
rail, road, ships

quality : timely 
delivery, taste, etc.

food production : 
grower

culture :  
co-operative

to structure and optimise human activities within a given culture

valuable information &
resources

logistic events

economic agent
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Value creation – economic progress 

play, learn, and innovate

design / 
engineering

energy / food 
production

quality / 
maintenance

culture

transportation / 
communication

learn learn

learn learn

play

innovate
innovate

innovate
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Value creation – economic progress 

changes in culture, resource flows, and engineering

design / 
engineering

energy / food 
production

quality / 
maintenance

culture

transportation / 
communication

learn learn

learn learn

play

innovate
innovate

innovate
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A modelling language for human behaviour

design / engineeringtransportation / 
communication

quality / maintenance

energy / food 
production

culture

value creation

human artefactshuman symbols

critical self-reflection

nature

human societies

motivations

resourcesevents

agents

interactions
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play, learn, observe, question, innovate

value creationmotivations

interactions

The human lens
to make sense of the world and the natural environment from a human perspective, 

to evolve our value systems, and to structure and optimise human activities
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The human lens defines 
categories that are invariant across cultures, space, and time
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Creating a learning organisation / system

• The SECI model (socialisation, externalisation, 
combination, internalisation) is a useful conceptual tool 
for organising and structuring new service / product 
development, and for extending the concept of 
continuous improvement into the realm of digital 
business and knowledge-intensive processes 

• MODA + MODE uses formal conceptual models to 
represent explicit knowledge  

• Takeuchi, Nonaka, The New Product Development 
Game,  https://hbr.org/1986/01/the-new-new-product-
development-game , 1986 

• Nonaka, Toyama, Hirata, Managing Flow: A Process 
Theory of the Knowledge-Based Firm, Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2008

formalising 
agent and 

perspective-
based 

modular 
models

connecting 
formal models 

between agents

updating of 
individual mental 

models and 
related examples

interactive 
sharing 

of knowledge

https://hbr.org/1986/01/the-new-new-product-development-game
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niche construction = emergent behaviour = evolution

creativitymotivations

interactions

Dynamically evolving living systems

influence influence

influence influence

influenceinfluence

the underlying invariant concepts
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semantic category  
example: nature

semantic category  
example: 

human societies

motivation  
example: resilience

principle  
example: Understand 

that a multitude of 
perspectives 

generates new 
insights

agent 
example: S23M

valuable resource  
example:  

agricultural products

logistic event category  
example: grow

logistic event category  
example:  

design & engineer

agent 
example: client B

logistic event category  
example: communicate

valuable resource  
example:  

supply chain model

semantic category  
example:  

 human symbols

logistic event category  
example: transport

The logistic lens is a modelling language for 
value creation and recycling

The semantic lens is a modelling language for  
purpose and value systems

making sense of the world and the natural 
environment from a human perspective

structuring and optimising human 
activities within a given culture

principles are beliefs that are assumed to  
assist in achieving the stated goal(s)

The semantic lens assigns all (motivation, principle) tuples to one of five categories The logistic lens assigns all economic activities to one of five event categories 

valuable resources are artefacts, knowledge,  
or experiences that are associated  

with at least one motivation  
within the semantic lens of a given culture 
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The semantic lens is supported by  
a backbone of 26 principles
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The MODA + MODE backbone – principles 1 to 8

# MODA + MODE principle

motivations motivations motivations motivations motivations

critical self-
reflection

human 
societies human symbols human 

artefacts nature

1 Understand that minorities and outsiders are well positioned 
for uncovering attempts of deception

addressing 
corruption honesty

2 Give minorities and outsiders access to private means of 
communication

development of 
new theories equality

3 Operate transparent governance access to evidence trust

4 Adapt the cognitive load generated by technology to human 
cognitive limits understandability

ease of 
communication, 

happiness
simplicity usability

5 Recognise neurological differences as authentic and valuable 
sources of innovative potential

discovery of 
externalities

resilience, 
happiness resilience

6 Value metrics from the physical and biological world more than 
human opinions

minimise human 
bias

minimise cultural 
bias

7 Value local perspectives more than widely-held popular beliefs learning
collaboration 

between groups, 
happiness

8 Value the strength of shared beliefs and corresponding 
evidence more than the number of shared beliefs trust, happiness trust, happiness
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The MODA + MODE backbone – principles 9 to 20

# MODA + MODE principle
motivations motivations motivations motivations motivations
critical self-
reflection human societies human symbols human artefacts nature

9 Use information quality logic to minimise ambiguity shared understanding, 
precision

quantification of 
knowledge

10 Use probabilistic reasoning to acknowledge uncertainty honesty, risk 
assessment quantification of risk quality management

11 Conduct commonality and variability analysis collaboration, 
simplicity, agility simplicity usability

12 Formalise the results of commonality and variability analysis shared understanding, 
resilience sharing, automation automation

13 Develop visual domain specific languages to describe familiar 
domains in unambiguous terms

shared understanding, 
precision

simplicity, 
understandability

quality of design, 
manufacturing, recycling

14 Understand that all information is dependent on perspective and 
viewpoint diversity usability, fitness for purpose

15 Understand that a multitude of perspectives generates new insights learning, resilience innovation

16 Validate shared understanding by sharing of models and 
corresponding instances

shared understanding, 
evidence

quality of design, 
manufacturing, recycling

17 Understand that power gradients stand in the way of transformation courage, 
transformation reduction of externalities

18 Aim for optimal conflict in a supportive and trusting team environment agility, learning quality of design, 
manufacturing, recycling

19 Use agile experiments when venturing into unfamiliar domains to 
learn from mistakes experiments, learning quality of design, 

manufacturing, recycling

20 Conduct an adequate number of experiments in different contexts to 
minimise risk before global application of major changes caution minimisation of externalities
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The MODA + MODE backbone – principles 21 to 26

# MODA + MODE principle

motivations motivations motivations motivations motivations

critical self-
reflection

human 
societies

human 
symbols human artefacts nature

21 Understand that collaboration occurs to the extent 
that there is shared understanding

shared 
expectations design of value cycles evolution of ecosystems

22 Recognise paradoxes and disagreements as the 
essence of continuous improvement evolution

continuous improvement of 
design, manufacturing, 

recycling
evolution

23 Practice everyday improvement, everybody 
improvement, everywhere improvement

continuous 
parallel 

evolution

continuous improvement of 
design, manufacturing, 

recycling
continuous parallel 

evolution

24 Engage in niche construction
diversity, 

resilience, 
happiness

resilience in design, 
manufacturing, recycling biodiversity, resilience

25 Use feedback loops to create learning systems learning 
systems speed of innovation codes, cell chemistry, 

recursion, neural networks

26 Use modular decentralised design to promote 
reuse without compromising resilience

simplicity, 
resilience

resilience in design, 
manufacturing, recycling

cells, organs, organisms, 
species, ecosystems

A culture may have further bones, but one or more 
missing vertebrae severely compromise capability 
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Redefining intelligence

Intelligent behaviour : finding and operating a niche in the living world

dead alive

sick at “work” chores

the arts and other autistic pursuits 

collaborative play and learning 

sports

In a world of zero marginal cost the economics of scarcity directly lead to an abundance of waste. 
Competing to produce and consume more and more stuff has become a liability.  
Collaborating to produce less and less waste is becoming the imperative. 
Time to relearn very old wisdom and constrain any attempts to gain power over others. 
Samuel Bowles, Herbert Gintis, A Cooperative Species: Human Reciprocity and Its Evolution, 2011
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design / engineeringtransportation / 
communication

quality / maintenance

energy / food 
production

culture

value creation

human artefactshuman symbols

critical self-reflection

nature

human societies

motivations

Conference on Interdisciplinary 
Innovation and Collaboration

learn
play

observe
question
innovate

Scientists 
Engineers 

Entrepreneurs 
Artists & Mathematicians
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Thank you!
Jorn Bettin 

jorn . bettin @ s23m.com 

Nothing beats capturing the knowledge flow 
of leading domain experts to co-create 

organisations & systems that are 
understandable by future generations of 

humans & software tools.


